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Known regions of turbulence near thunderstorms 

From Lester 1994, Turbulence: A new perspective for pilots. 



INTRODUCTION / MOTIVATION 

From Lester 1994, Turbulence: A new perspective for pilots 
Turbulence	  generated	  by	  thunderstorms	  is	  a	  hazard	  for	  aviaGon	  

•  Incomplete	  understanding	  of	  processes	  leading	  to	  out-‐of-‐cloud	  turbulence	  
	  
•  Incomplete	  in	  situ	  characterizaGon	  of	  in-‐cloud	  turbulence	  due	  to	  hazards,	  

sampling	  and	  intermiIency	  issues	  

•  Modelling	  studies	  have	  examined	  turbulence	  occurrence	  but	  relaGve	  intensity	  
of	  turbulence	  in	  and	  around	  cloud	  is	  difficult	  to	  quanGfy	  

•  It	  is	  a	  challenging	  observaGonal	  and	  modelling	  problem	  due	  to	  scales	  involved.	  	  
	  



Aviation turbulence types.. 	  
CAT (Clear-air turbulence): Any turbulence not associated with 

convective clouds. [ Can include sources such as mountain waves, jet streams, 
upper-fronts, etc.] 

CIT (Convectively-induced turbulence): Turbulence associated 
with convective clouds. 

In-cloud CIT: Turbulence occurring within cloudy air associated with 
convective storms. ( Is avoidable using visual and radar guidance ) 

Near-cloud turbulence (NCT): Turbulence that has convective 
origin (CIT) but occurs outside of cloud. (Is responsible for unexpected 
encounters as it is normally invisible).   

 
 
 
 
 

FAA	  guidelines	  (FAA	  AeronauGcal	  InformaGon	  Manual,	  Chapter	  7	  –	  Thunderstorm	  flying):	  

•  “Avoid	  by	  at	  least	  20nm	  [laterally]	  any	  thunderstorm	  idenGfied	  as	  severe.	  This	  is	  
especially	  true	  under	  the	  anvil	  of	  a	  large	  cumulonimbus”	  

	  
Recent	  research	  along	  with	  anecdotal	  evidence	  has	  shown	  these	  guideline	  to	  someGmes	  be	  
inadequate	  



20 July 2010 - 21 Injuries: in-cloud turbulence 
Commercial passenger aircraft flying from Washington DC to 
LAX  penetrated growing updraft embedded within mesoscale 
convective system. 
 



10 Injuries: possible out-of-cloud CIT near Indonesia 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ATSB Report:  
• Seatbelt sign off during event 
• “There was no indication of precipitation in the immediate vicinity. The crew observed 
some weather returns indicating areas of heavy precipitation on their weather radar to 
both the north and south of their flight path, although these were over 40 NM (74 km) 
away.”   



Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, 2012. 



2D simulation: Gravity Waves and turbulence above convection!

2-D simulation (50-m grid spacing) showing cloud (blue), potential temperature, and 
statically unstable air (red) – See Lane et al. (2003, J. Atmos. Sci.) 
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Fovell et al. (2007) Trier and Sharman (2009) 

Turbulence adjacent to convection. 
 
Case after case of upper-level turbulence 
in clear-air (or within thin cirrus) adjacent 
to thunderstorms as revealed by 
automated data from commercial aircraft. 
 
Mechanisms related to enhanced shears 
and gravity waves in storm outlow 
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Green – null   Yellow – light 
Orange – moderate  Red - severe 



OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS / CHALLENGES 

What is the relative intensity of turbulence inside and 
outside of cloud? 
 
What is the character of the turbulence, including its 
intermittency? 
 
What are the key dynamical processes that generate 
the turbulence? 
 
 
 
 
 
 



APPROACH 

X: 600 km 
(8000 points) 

Z: 25 km 
(334 points) 

Large-eddy simulations to characterize turbulence from idealized squall lines  
 

•  75m grid spacing: resolves start of inertial range and scales of motion that influence large 
aircraft (scales < ~2 km) 

 

CM1 (G. Bryan’s model) 
 

Δx=Δy=Δz=75 m 
 

Weisman-Klemp sounding 
 

Initialized with line thermal 
 

No background shear above 2.5 
km 
 

[ periodic in y-direction] 
[ Lin et al. microphysics ] 
[ 9 km deep sponge ] 
[ 1.5 order TKE ] 

Lane, T.P., and R.D. Sharman. 2014. Intensity of thunderstorm-generated 
turbulence revealed by large-eddy simulation. Geophysical Research Letters. 
 



RESULTS: 3D Structure (cloud) 



RESULTS: Along-line structure 



RESULTS: 3D Structure (cloud & 10-km vorticity) 



RESULTS: 3D Structure (cloud & 10-km vorticity) 



RESULTS: 10-km vertical velocity (m s-1) and vorticity2 (s-2) 



RESULTS: 10-km vorticity2 



RESULTS: Turbulence intensity  

•  Using the relation for the transverse component: |û|2=4/3Cε2/3k-5/3,  C=0.5 
 
•  Calculated in the same way as commercial aircraft: estimate ε1/3 along overlapping short (9 

km long) segments in y-direction. 
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SUMMARY 

•  Turbulence occurs: 

•  Above cloud due to nonlinear gravity wave processes 

•  In shallow layer above and below anvil due to Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability 

•  In laterally asymmetric distribution in outflow region. 

•  At severe / extreme levels in convective cores. 

•  Most focus on aviation turbulence has been on 
midlatitude cases – many opportunities to study 
turbulence in tropical systems.  

•  In need of in situ observations of updraft penetrations 
and anvil regions to evaluate model simulations. HIWC 
data? 


